
Argument for change  
Modernizing legal service delivery
We can help Legal departments make their processes more  
efficient to drive greater productivity and have a measurable 
impact on the organization’s strategic objectives.

How can Legal speed up, simplify, and 
continue to deliver quality services?

What’s driving the need for change?

High volume
of legal requests

Work from home 
is the new normal

2.7x in 50 years 
Growth in US regulations since 19701 

Pressure to reduce time
spent on low-value tasks

Operational transparency
is being mandated by the business

Do more with less 
resource constraints impacting legal departments

Potential savings
Legal process modernization could help reduce total legal spend for 
highly standardized work. 

By creating velocity and transparency through automation, data 
analytics, and self-service—a workflow engine—legal departments 
can work more efficiently and create more value for their organization.

Streamlining the legal process 
Evolving your scope from reactive to strategic. 
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Guiding your Legal department  
through a modernization journey

Using a technology-driven program to identify the right entry 
point can help Legal departments to step onto the path to 
modernization, no matter where on the road you need to start.

Scope
Define requirements  
and identify program 
needs, target models, 
and key milestones

Design
Set up defined  
processes, wireframes,  
and configuration plans

Pilot
Roll out pilot program  
with configured  
workflows and key 
milestones for feedback

Improve
Analyze pilot program and 
determine enhancement 
opportunities, as well  
as potential challenges  
to adoption

Build and expand
Design and build 
expanded workflows, 
training, and process 
documentation  
across legal

Traditional disorder...

...needs modern order

When employees have a legal request or concern, they’re often unsure where to start. 
Lawyers are contacted by a diverse set of internal and external groups.

Deloitte’s solution for legal process modernization is designed to meet leaders 
no matter where they are in their journey. Our approach focuses on taking the 
process that works best for you and your people and leveraging technology to 
help you operationalize your legal process modernization journey.

Employment  
matters 

Intellectual 
property (IP)

Transactions  
(mergers and 
acquisitions)

Privacy  
concerns

Procurement

External

Self-service

Guided/templated processes

Legal personal touch

Legal request Service  
delivery engine
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Legal

Reactive
Risk mitigation, reduce 
business exposure; 
enabling business 
decisions; governance  
and controls; high- 
touch relationships

Strategic
Analytics; spend/cost 
improvement; risk; providing 
strategic business input; 
automation; increased 
productivity; self-service

Set up a meeting with us today 
to see how we can help you 
streamline your legal processes. 


